Please complete the internship questionnaire and two interest paragraphs along with other application materials to:

Journalism Study Abroad Coordinator
134 Neff Annex--Missouri School of Journalism
Columbia, MO 65211
Ph. (573) 884-6377
www.MUJournalismAbroad.com

Please complete the questionnaire below. In combination with your two-paragraph internship ideas and expectations, this will help our partners better place you in an internship. They will do their best to accommodate your preferences.

Name: _________________________________ Language(s) spoken: ____________________________________
Interest Area: _________________________ Minor: ______________________ Academic Year: ___________

1. Please state your first choice area of interest for the internship:
   - Strat Comm □ Broadcast □ Magazine □ Newspaper □ Photo-J □ Convergence

2. Please state your second choice area of interest for the internship if your first is unavailable:
   - Strat Comm □ Broadcast □ Magazine □ Newspaper □ Photo-J □ Convergence

3. What type of media outlet would you prefer working in?
   __________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What is your ideal internship placement/job?
   __________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Do you prefer working in a small, medium or large company?
   - Small □ Medium □ Large □ No preference

6. Is there a particular field you would enjoy most working in?(Please check all that apply)
   - Sports □ Fashion □ Politics □ Religion □ Cultural □ Entertainment
   - Education □ Non-profit □ Business □ Real-estate □ Other _________________________________

7. Is there a particular field you would extremely dislike working in?
   - Sports □ Fashion □ Politics □ Religion □ Cultural □ Entertainment
   - Education □ Non-profit □ Business □ Real-estate □ Other _________________________________

8. Do you have any educational or work experience in your preferred field(s)?
   - Yes _________________________________ □ No

9. Please attach a two-paragraph description of your ideas and expectations for the internship.